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Pillows
Bears





Start with four small squares (in white) and one large square (blue). 
Place two of the small squares on top of the large square right sides together, 
matching corners. Draw a diagonal line across.

Sew a scant quarter inch seam on each side of the line, then cut on your drawn 
line. Press open. 

Place an unused small square in the corner of each sewn large triangle unit and 
draw a diagonal line.

Sew a scant quarter inch seam on each of the lines,
then cut on your drawn line. Press open.
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Flying Geese Block    

For this block, you will need 12 ßying geese, using 3 different fabrics for the geese, and 
2 different fabrics for the sky using your favorite method.  UnÞnished Geese size 
should measure 2 ½” x 4 ½” . (2 x 4 Þnished)


And 8 side strips in two colors cut 1 ½” x 7”.


Place four identical geese in each stack, pointing the geese (point) to the left.


Flip the middle geese right sides together to the left geese and sew together, press to 
the seam open.  Place next to the remaining geese, to the left.


Flip the right geese toward the middle geese, right sides together and sew\.


Press seams toward the base of the Geese (away from the point).


Make two stacks of geese with side strips and sew the side strips to the sides of the 
ßying geese.  Set and press seams toward the side strips.  Square side strips even with 
geese.  


Lay out patches so that the left upper geese are facing the bottom, the lower left are 
facing to the right, the upper right are facing to the left and the lower right is facing 
toward the top.  Be sure to alternate the strips, and sew together.
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Birds in the Air Block    

This block uses ½ square triangles for the birds and sky using 2 fabrics for the birds, and 2 for the 
sky.  The birds are going into a nest made of a triangle also with 2 fabrics.


Cut 1)   7” square of 2 fabrics for sky	 

Cut 2)   4 ½” squares of each sky fabric and cut on the diagonal both ways; need 6 of each color 

	 	 (total 12) there will be extra triangles

Cut 1)   7” square of 2 fabric for birds

Cut 2)   7” squares of 2 fabrics for nests cut on the diagonal.


Make 3) Half square triangles per bird’s nest using your preferred method * See below


Step 1:  Sew 2 triangle squares together with the sky facing the top, sew a sky triangle to the right 

	    side of the row.  

Step 2:  Sew one triangle block to the bird triangle.

Step 3:  Sew block from step one to step two

Step 4:  Sew triangle block to bird, making a triangle.  

Step 5;  Trim dog ears along the bottom

Step 6:  Sew 1 nest triangle to the bird triangle

	 creating a square, press to the nest, trim to 6 ½”






Repeat making three more 

blocks, then sew

those together


Step 5


DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING 8 AT A TIME HALF SQUARE TRIANGLES. 
Place 1 square of background (sky) and 1 square of bird fabric, right sides together and repeat so you 
have 2 blocks..  Draw diagonal lines on the wrong side of both background squares.  Pin together.  
Sew exactly ¼” from all lines.  Press to set the seams. 

Without moving fabric, cut squares horizontally and vertically, than cut on the diagonal lines.  You 
should have a total of 8 triangles.  Press to the dark and square up to 2 ½”.
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